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1. INTRODUCTION
Generalized minimax fractional programming duality has been of much
w x w xinterest recently 1]3, 8, 10, 11, 22, 34 . In particular, Crouzeix et al. 11
showed that the minimax fractional program can be derived by solving a
w xminimax nonlinear parametric program. In 2 , Bector et al. used a mini-
max parametric programming to obtain duality for the generalized mini-
max fractional program involving differentiable generalized convex func-
 . w xtions or generalized invex functions . On the other hand, Zalmai 34
investigated both parametric and nonparametric necessary and sufficient
optimality conditions for a class of nonsmooth generalized fractional
programming problems containing r-convex functions, and he constructed
w xseveral parametric and parametric-free dual models. In 22 , Liu also used
a parametric approach to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions and
derive duality theorems for a class of nonsmooth generalized fractional
 .programming problems involving F, r -convex functions.
w xRecently, Hanson 15 introduced the concept of a differentiable invex
function which is a generalization of the convex function, and he proved
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the Kuhn]Tucker sufficient optimality theorem, the weak and the strong
duality for a single objective optimization problem involving differentiable
w xinvex function. In 27 , Reiland extended the invexity to nonsmooth func-
w xtions by the generalized directional derivative of Clarke 12 for Lipschitz
functions, and he further obtained a generalized Kuhn]Tucker sufficient
 .optimality theorem and duality theorems for a nonlinear single objective
optimization problem involving nonsmooth Lipschitz functions. Several
authors have been interested recently in the optimality conditions and the
duality theorems for nonlinear multiobjective optimization problems in-
volving differentiable invex functions. For details, the readers are advised
w xto consult 13, 19, 30 .
w x w xLee 21 extended Reiland's results 27 to a nonlinear multiobjective
optimization problem involving nonsmooth Lipschitz functions. However,
the major difficulty is that the invex problems requires the same function h
for the objective function and the constraints.
w xRecently, Mond and Jeyakumar 18 introduced the notation of V-invex-
ity for a new class of multiobjective problems which preserves the suffi-
cient optimality and duality results in the scalar case, and avoids the major
difficulty of verifying that the inequality holds for the same function h.
w xIn this paper, we are inspired to extend the results of Bector et al. 2 to
nonsmooth Lipschitz V-pseudoinvex functions. Some definitions and nota-
tions are given in Section 2. In Section 3, using a parametric approach, we
derive necessary and sufficient conditions and the duality theorems are
presented in Section 4.
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Let Rn be the n-dimensional Euclidean space and Rn be its non-nega-q
tive orthant. Throughout the paper, the following convention for vectors in
Rn will be adopted:
x ) y m x ) y , for all i s 1, . . . , n;i i
x P y m x P y , for all i s 1, . . . , n;i i
x G y m x P y , for all i s 1, . . . , n , but x / y.i i
Let X be the open subset of Rn.0
DEFINITION 2.1. The function u : X ª R is said to be Lipschitz on X0 0
if there exists c ) 0 such that for all y, x g X ,0
< < 5 5u y y u x O c y y x , .  .
5 5 nwhere ? denotes any norm in R .
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n T  .For each d in R , u x; d is the generalized directional derivative of
w xClarke 12 defined by
Tu x ; d s lim sup u y q td y u y rt . .  .  .
yªx
t x0
It then follows that
T Tu x ; d s max j d j g ­u x for any x and d, .  . 4
 . w xwhere ­u ? denotes Clarke's generalized gradient 12 .
DEFINITION 2.2. The function u : Rn ª R is said to be invex at x* with
respect to h if there exists a mapping h: Rn = Rn ª Rn such that, for
each x g Rn,
u x y u x* P uT x*; h x , x* . 1 .  .  .  . .
u is said to be invex on Rn with respect to h if there exists a mapping
h: Rn = Rn ª Rn such that, for each x, u g Rn,
u x y u u P uT u; h x , u . 2 .  .  .  . .
 .  .If we have strict inequality in 1 and 2 , respectively, then u is said to be
strictly invex at x* with respect to h and strictly invex on Rn with respect
to h, respectively.
DEFINITION 2.3. The function u : Rn ª R is said to be quasi-invex at x*
with respect to h if there exists a mapping h: Rn = Rn ª Rn such that, for
each x g Rn,
u x O u x* « uT x*; h x , x* O 0. 3 .  .  .  . .
u is said to be quasi-invex on Rn with respect to h if there exists a
mapping h: Rn = Rn ª Rn such that, for each x, u g Rn,
u x O u u « uT u; h x , u O 0. 4 .  .  .  . .
 .  .If we have strict inequality in 3 and 4 , respectively, then u is said to be
strictly quasi-invex at x* with respect to h and strictly quasi-invex on Rn
with respect to h, respectively.
DEFINITION 2.4. The function u : Rn ª R is said to be pseudoinvex at
x* with respect to h if there exists a mapping h: Rn = Rn ª Rn such that,
for each x g Rn,
uT x*; h x , x* P 0 « u x P u x* . 5 .  .  .  . .
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u is said to be pseudoinvex on Rn with respect to h if there exists a
mapping h: Rn = Rn ª Rn such that, for each x, u g Rn,
uT u; h x , u P 0 « u x P u u . 6 .  .  .  . .
 .  .If we have strict inequality in 5 and 6 , respectively, then u is said to be
strictly pseudoinvex at x* with respect to h and strictly pseudoinvex on Rn
with respect to h, respectively.
w xThe following definitions are developed from Jeyakumar and Mond 18 .
DEFINITION 2.5. A vector function f : Rn ª R p is said to be V-pseudo-
n n n n n q  4invex if there exist functions h: R = R ª R and r : R = R ª R y 0i
such that, for each x, u g Rn, and for i s 1, 2, . . . , p,
p p p
Tf u; h x , u P 0 « r x , u f x P r x , u f u . .  .  .  .  . .  i i i i i
is1 is1 is1
DEFINITION 2.6. A vector function f : Rn ª R p is said to be V-quasi-in-
n n n n n q  4vex if there exist functions h: R = R ª R and f : R = R ª R y 0i
such that, for each x, u g Rn, and for i s 1, 2, . . . , p,
p p p
Tf x , u f x O f x , u f u « f u; h x , u O 0. .  .  .  .  . .  i i i i i
is1 is1 is1
DEFINITION 2.7. A vector function f : Rn ª R p is said to be V-strictly
pseudoinvex if there exist functions h: Rn = Rn ª Rn and f : Rn = Rn ªi
q  4 nR y 0 such that, for each x, u g R , x / u, and for i s 1, 2, . . . , p,
p p p
Tf x , u f x O f x , u f u « f u; h x , u - 0. .  .  .  .  . .  i i i i i
is1 is1 is1
We now consider the following minimax generalized fractional program-
ming problem as the primal problem:
P ¨* s min max f x rg x , .  .  .i i
xgS 1OiOp
where
 .  n  . 4A1 S s x g R ; h x O 0, k s 1, 2, . . . , m is nonempty andk
compact;
 .A2 f : X ª R, g : X ª R, i s 1, 2, . . . , p, and h : X ª R, k si 0 i 0 k 0
1, 2, . . . , m are locally Lipschitz continuous;
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 .  .A3 g x ) 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , p, x g S;i
 .  .A4 if g is not affine, then f x P 0 for all i and all x g S.i i
w x  .It is well known 2, 3 that the problem P is equivalent to the following
 .problem EP for a given ¨ :¨
EP min q , .¨
subject to f x y ¨g x Oq , i s 1, 2, . . . , p , 7 .  .  .i i
h x O 0, k s 1, 2, . . . , m. 8 .  .k
We shall use the following lemmas.
w x  .  .  .LEMMA 2.1 2 . If x, ¨ , q is EP -feasible, then x is P -feasible. If x is¨
 .  .  .P -feasible, then there exist ¨ and q such that x, ¨ , q is EP -feasible.¨
w x  .LEMMA 2.2 2 . x* is P -optimal with corresponding optimal ¨alue of the
 .  .  .P -objecti¨ e equal to ¨* iff x*, ¨*, q* is EP -optimal with corresponding¨
 .optimal ¨alue of the EP -objecti¨ e equal to zero, i.e., q* s 0.¨
3. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT OPTIMALITY
CONDITIONS
In this section, using a parametric approach, we establish some neces-
sary and sufficient conditions for the minimax fractional programming
 .problem P .
 .THEOREM 3.1. Necessary Optimality Conditions . Let x* be an optimal
 .  .solution of P with optimal ¨alue of the P -objecti¨ e equal to ¨*. Let an
w x  .appropriate constraint qualification 16 hold for EP . Then, there exist¨*
p m  .q* g R, y* g R , z* g R such that x*, ¨*, y*, z* satisfies
p m
U U0 g y ­ f x* q ¨*­ yg x* q z ­ h x* , 9 .  .  .  .  . i i i k k
is1 ks1
yU f x* y ¨*g x* s 0, for all i s 1, 2, . . . , p , 10 .  .  . .i i i
zU h x* s 0, for all k s 1, 2, . . . , m , 11 .  .k k
f x* y ¨*g x* O 0, for all i s 1, 2, . . . , p , 12 .  .  .i i
h x* O 0, for all k s 1, 2, . . . , m , 13 .  .k
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p
Uy s 1, 14 . i
is1
q* s 0, 15 .
q* g R , y* g R p , z* g Rm , y G 0, z* P 0, ¨* P 0. 16 .
 .Proof. Since x* is P -optimal with corresponding optimal value of the
 .  .  .P -objective as ¨*, by Lemma 2.2, x*, ¨*, q* is EP -optimal with¨
 .corresponding optimal value of the EP -objective equal to zero. The¨
w xtheorem now follows by applying Theorem 6 in 16 .
 . THEOREM 3.2. Sufficient Optimality Conditions . Let x*, ¨*, q*,
.  .  .y*, z* satisfy relations 9 ] 16 , and at x* let
p m
U UA x s y f x y ¨*g x q z h x .  .  .  . i i i k k
is1 ks1
 .be pseudoin¨ ex with respect to h for all x that are EP -feasible. Then, x* is¨*
 .optimal to P with corresponding optimal objecti¨ e ¨alue ¨*.
 .  .  .  .Proof. From 13 , x* is P -feasible. By 9 , there exist j g ­ f x* ,i i
 . .  .i s 1, 2, . . . , p, z g ­ yg x* , i s 1, 2, . . . , p, and r g ­ h x* , k si i k k
1, 2, . . . , m, such that
p m
U Uy j q ¨*z q z r s 0. . i i i k k
is1 ks1
From here it results
p m
U Ut t ty j h x , x* q ¨*z h x , x* q z r h x , x* s 0. 17 .  .  .  . i i i k k
is1 ks1
Using the characterization of the generalized gradient of Clarke, we obtain
fT x*; h x , x* P j th x , x* , 1 O i O p , 18 .  .  . .i i
T tyg x*; h x , x* P z h x , x* , 1 O i O p , 19 .  .  .  . .i i
hT x*; h x , x* P r t h x , x* , 1 O k O m. 20 .  .  . .k k
 .  . U  . UNow, multiplying 18 by y *, 19 by ¨*y , and 20 by z , and adding thei i k
 .result inequalities, and with 17 , we obtain
p
TU Ty f x*; h x , x* q ¨* yg x*; h x , x* .  .  . .  . ii i
is1
m
U Tq z h x*; h x , x* P 0. 21 .  . . k k
ks1
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 .Using the pseudoinvexity of A at x*, we get from 21 that, for all x that
 .are EP -feasible,¨*
p m
U Uy f x y ¨*g x q z h x .  .  . i i i k k
is1 ks1
p m
U UP y f x* y ¨*g x* q z h x* . 22 .  .  .  . i i i k k
is1 ks1
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .In 22 , using 7 , 8 , 16 , 14 on the LHS and using 10 , 15 , 11 on the
RHS, we obtain
q P 0 s q*, for all x and q are EP -feasible. 23 .  .¨*
 .Using 23 and Lemma 2.2, we get the result.
 . THEOREM 3.3. Sufficient Optimality Conditions . Let x*, ¨*, q*,
.  .  .y*, z* satisfy relations 9 ] 16 , and at x* let
p
UB x s y f x y ¨*g x .  .  . i i i
is1
be pseudoin¨ ex with respect to the h, and
m
UC x s z h x .  . k k
ks1
 .be quasi-in¨ ex with respect to the same function h for all x that are EP -¨*
 .feasible. Then, x* is P -optimal with corresponding optimal objecti¨ e ¨alue
equal to ¨*.
 .  .  .  .Proof. Let x be any feasible solution of EP . From 8 , 11 , and 16 ,¨*
we have
m m
U Uz h x O z h x* . .  . k k k k
ks1 ks1
Using the quasi-invexity of C at x*, we have
m
U Tz h x*; h x , x* O 0. 24 .  . . k k
ks1
 .  .Relation 21 along with 24 yields
p
TU Ty f x*; h x , x* q ¨* yg x*; h x , x* P 0. 25 .  .  .  . .  . ii i
is1
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Along with the fact that B is pseudoinvex with respect to the same
 .  .function h at x*, we get from 25 that, for all x that are EP -feasible,¨*
p p
U Uy f x y ¨*g x P y f x* y ¨*g x* . 26 .  .  .  .  . i i i i i i
is1 is1
 .  .  .  .  .  .In 26 , using 7 , 16 , 14 on the LHS and using 10 , 15 on the RHS,
we obtain
q P 0 s q*, for all x and q are EP -feasible. 27 .  .¨*
 .Using 27 and Lemma 2.2, we get the result.
 . THEOREM 3.4. Sufficient Optimality Conditions . Let x*, ¨*, q*,
.  .  .y*, z* satisfy relations 9 ] 16 , and at x* let
p
UB x s y f x y ¨*g x .  .  . i i i
is1
be quasi-in¨ ex with respect to the h, and
m
UC x s z h x .  . k k
ks1
be strictly pseudoin¨ ex with respect to the same function h for all x that are
 .  .EP -feasible. Then, x* is P -optimal with corresponding optimal objecti¨ e¨*
¨alue equal to ¨*.
Proof. The proof of the theorem is similar to that of Theorem 3.3.
However, the major difficulty of Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4 is that
the invex problems require the same function h for the objective functions
and the constraints. We can use the V-invexity introduced by Mond and
w xJeyakumar 18 to obtain similar results.
 . THEOREM 3.5. Sufficient Optimality Conditions . Let x*, ¨*, q*,
.  .  .y*, z* satisfy relations 9 ] 16 at x*, let the ¨ector function
U UE s y f x y ¨*g x , . . . , y f x y ¨*g x .  .  .  . .1 1 1 p p p
be V-pseudoin¨ ex with respect to h, and the ¨ector function
F s zU h x , . . . , zU h x .  . .1 1 m m
 .be V-quasi-in¨ ex with respect to h. Then, x* is P -optimal with corresponding
optimal objecti¨ e ¨alue to ¨*.
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 .  .  .  .Proof. Let x be any feasible solution of P . From 8 , 11 , and 16 , we
have
zU h x O zU h x* for k s 1, 2, . . . , m. 28 .  .  .k k k k
But the vector function F is V-quasi-invex at x*. Therefore, there exist
n n n n n q  4functions h: R = R ª R and f : R = R ª R y 0 , k s 1, 2, . . . , m,k
such that
m m
U Uf x , x* z h x O f x , x* z h x* .  .  .  . k k k k k k
ks1 ks1
m
U T« z h x*; h x , x* O 0. 29 .  . . k k
ks1
n n q  4  .Since f : R = R ª R y 0 , k s 1, 2, . . . , m, 28 yieldsk
m m
U Uf x , x* z h x O f x , x* z h x* . 30 .  .  .  .  . k k k k k k
ks1 ks1
 .  .Relation 30 along with 29 yields
m
U Tz h x*; h x , x* O 0. 31 .  . . k k
ks1
 .  .Relation 21 along with 31 yields
p
TU Ty f x*; h x , x* q ¨* yg x*; h x , x* P 0. 32 .  .  .  . .  . ii i
is1
 .Along with the fact that the vector function E is V-pseudoinvex at x*, 32
n n q  4yields that there exist functions g : R = R ª R y 0 , i s 1, 2, . . . , p,i
such that
p
Ug x , x* y f x y ¨*g x .  .  . i i i i
is1
p
UP g x , x* y f x* y ¨*g x* . 33 .  .  .  . i i i i
is1
 .  .  .  .In 33 , using 7 , 16 , and 10 , we get
q P 0 s q*, for all x and q are EP -feasible. 34 .  .¨*
 .Using 34 and Lemma 2.2, we get the result.
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 . THEOREM 3.6. Sufficient Optimality Conditions . Let x*, ¨*, q*,
.  .  .y*, z* satisfy relations 9 ] 16 at x*, let the ¨ector function
U UE s y f x y ¨*g x , . . . , y f x y ¨*g x .  .  .  . .1 1 1 p p p
be V-quasi-in¨ ex respect to h, and the ¨ector function
F s zU h x , . . . , zU h x .  . .1 1 m m
 .be V-strictly pseudoin¨ ex with respect to h. Then, x* is P -optimal with
corresponding optimal objecti¨ e ¨alue equal to ¨*.
Proof. The proof of the theorem is similar to that of Theorem 3.5.
4. DUALITY THEOREMS
 .In this section, with the help of EP , we introduce the dual problem¨
p m
DEP 1 Maximize y f u y ¨g u q z h u .  .  .  . ¨ i i i k k
is1 ks1
p m




y s 1, 36 . i
is1
u g Rn , y g R p , z g Rm , y G 0, z P 0, ¨ P 0. 37 .
 .  .  .THEOREM 4.1. Weak Duality . For a gi¨ en ¨*, let x, q be EP -feasi-Ã Ã ¨*
 .  .ble, and let u, y, z be DEP 1 -feasible. Let¨*
p m
G s y f ? y ¨*g ? q z h ? .  .  . i i i k k
is1 ks1
 .be pseudoin¨ ex with respect to the h for all feasible solutions for EP and¨*
 .DEP 1 . Then,¨*
inf EP P sup DEP 1 . .  .¨* ¨*
 .  .  .  .Proof. Let x, q be EP -feasible, and let u, y, z be DEP 1 -Ã Ã ¨* ¨*
 .  .  . .feasible. By 35 , there exist j g ­ f u , i s 1, 2, . . . , p, z g ­ yg u ,i i i i
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 .i s 1, 2, . . . , p, and r g ­ h u , k s 1, 2, . . . , m, such thatk k
p m
y j q ¨*z q z r s 0. . i i i k k
is1 ks1
From here it results
p m
t t ty j h x , u q ¨*z h x , u q z r h x , u s 0. 38 .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ã i i i k k
is1 ks1
Using the characterization of the generalized gradient of Clarke, we obtain
T tf u; h x , u P j h x , u , 1 O i O p , 39 .  .  . .Ã Ãi i
T tyg u; h x , u P z h x , u , 1 O i O p. 40 .  .  .  . .Ã Ãi i
T th u; h x , u P r h x , u , 1 O k O m. 41 .  .  . .Ã Ãk k
 .  .  .Now, multiplying 39 by y , 40 by ¨*y , and 41 by z , and adding thei i k
 .resulting inequalities, and with 38 , we obtain
p
TTy f u; h x , u q ¨* yg u; h x , u .  .  . .  .Ã Ã ii i
is1
m
Tq z h u; h x , u P 0. 42 .  . .Ã k k
ks1
 .Since G is pseudoinvex, 42 yields
p m
y f x y ¨*g x q z h x .  .  .Ã Ã Ã i i i k k
is1 ks1
p m
P y f u y ¨*g u q z h u . 43 .  .  .  . i i i k k
is1 ks1
 .  .  .  .  .Using 36 , 37 in conjunction with 7 , 8 on 43 , we get
p m
q P y f u y ¨*g u q z h u .  .  .Ã  i i i k k
is1 ks1
that is,
inf EP P sup DEP 1 . B 44 .  .  .¨* ¨*
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 .THEOREM 4.2. Strong Duality . Let
¨* s min max f x rg x , .  .i i
xgS 1OiOp
 .  .and let x*, q* be EP -optimal, at which an appropriate constraint qualifi-¨*
w x  .  .cation holds 16 . Then, there exists y*, z* such that x*, y*, z* is
 .  .DEP 1 -feasible and the corresponding objecti¨ e ¨alues of EP and¨* ¨*
 .DEP 1 are equal. If also the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied, then¨*
 .  .  .x*, q* and x*, y*, z* are, respecti¨ ely, global optimal for EP and¨*
 .DEP 1 with each objecti¨ e ¨alue equal to zero.¨*
wProof. This follows along the same liens of Bector et al. 2, Theorem
x5.2 .
 .THEOREM 4.3. Strict Converse Duality . Let
¨* s min max f x rg x , .  .i i
xgS 1OiOp
 .  .and let x*, q* be EP -optimal, at which an appropriate constraint qualifi-¨*
w x  .  .cation holds 16 . Let u, y, z be DEP 1 -optimal, and let¨*
p m
G s y f ? y ¨*g ? q z h ? .  .  . i i i k k
is1 ks1
 .  .be strictly pseudoin¨ ex with respect to h for all EP -feasible and DEP 1 -¨* ¨*
 .  .feasible solutions. Then, u s x*; that is, u, q* is EP -optimal, with each¨*
objecti¨ e ¨alue equal to zero.
Proof. We assume that u / x* and exhibit a contradiction. Since
 .  .  .  .x*, q* is EP -optimal, there exists y*, z* such that x*, y*, z* is¨*
 .DEP -optimal and¨*
p m
U Uq* s 0 s y f x* y ¨*g x* q z h x* .  .  . i i i k k
is1 ks1
p m
s y f u y ¨*g u q z h u . 45 .  .  .  . i i i k k
is1 ks1
 .Along the same line of 42 , we have
p
TTy f u; h x*, u q ¨* yg u; h x*, u .  .  . .  . ii i
is1
m
Tq z h u; h x*, u P 0. 46 .  . . k k
ks1
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 .Using the strict pseudoinvexity of G, we get from 46
p m
y f x* y ¨*g x* q z h x* .  .  . i i i k k
is1 ks1
p m
) y f u y ¨*g u q z h u . 47 .  .  .  . i i i k k
is1 ks1
 .  .  .  .  .Using 36 , 37 in conjunction with 7 , 8 on 47 , we get
p m
q* ) y f u y ¨*g u q z h u , .  .  . i i i k k
is1 ks1
 .which contradicts 45 . Hence, the result follows.
w xAlong the lines of Mond and Weir 23 , for a given ¨ , we have the dual
 .to EP as¨
p
DEP 2 Maximize y f u y ¨g u .  .  .¨ i i i
is1
p m




z h u P 0, 49 .  . k k
ks1
p
y s 1, 50 . i
is1
u g Rn , y g R p , z g Rm , y G 0, z P 0, ¨ P 0. 51 .
 .  .  .THEOREM 4.4. Weak Duality . For a gi¨ en ¨*, let x, q be EP -feasi-Ã Ã ¨*
 .  .ble, and let u, y, z be DEP 2 -feasible. Let¨*
p m
H s y f ? y ¨*g ? , I s z h ? . .  .  . i i i k k
is1 ks1
If either one of the following conditions holds
 .i H is pseudoin¨ ex and I is quasi-in¨ ex with respect to the same
function h,
 .ii H is quasi-in¨ ex and I is strictly pseudoin¨ ex with respect to the
same function h,
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 .  .for all feasible solutions for EP and DEP 2 , then,¨* ¨*
inf EP P sup DEP 2 . .  .¨* ¨*
 .  .  .  .Proof. Let x, q be EP -feasible, and let u, y, z be DEP 1 -feasi-Ã Ã ¨* ¨*
 .  .  .ble. From 8 , 49 , and 51 , we have
m m
z h x O z h u . .  .Ã k k k k
ks1 ks1
 .If hypothesis i holds, from the quasi-invexity of I at u, we have
m
Tz h u; h x , u O 0. 52 .  . .Ã k k
ks1
 .  .Along the same line of 42 , we get from 48
p
TTy f u; h x , u q ¨* yg u; h x , u .  .  . .  .Ã Ã ii i
is1
m
Tq z h u; h x , u P 0. 53 .  . .Ã k k
ks1
 .  .Relation 52 along with 53 yields
p
TTy f u; h x , u q ¨* yg u; h x , u P 0. 54 .  .  .  . .  .Ã Ã ii i
is1
Along with the fact that the H is pseudoinvex with respect to the same
 .function h, we get from 54
p p
y f x y ¨*g x P y f u y ¨*g u . 55 .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã i i i i i i
is1 is1
 .  .  .  .In 55 , using 7 , 51 , and 50 , we obtain
p
q P y f u y ¨*g u . .  .Ã  i i i
is1
Thus, we have
inf EP P sup DEP 2 . .  .¨* ¨*
 .  .Hypothesis ii follows along the same lines of i .
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 .Similarly, we can prove the following Theorems 4.5]4.6, relating EP¨*
 .and DEP 2 . Therefore, we simply state them.¨*
 .THEOREM 4.5. Strong Duality . Let
¨* s min max f x rg x , .  .i i
xgS 1OiOp
 .  .and let x*, q* be EP -optimal, at which an appropriate constraint qualifi-¨*
w x  .  .cation holds 16 . Then, there exists y*, z* such that x6, y*, z* is
 .  .DEP 2 -feasible and the corresponding objecti¨ e ¨alues of EP 2 and¨* ¨*
 .DEP 2 are equal. If also the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4 are satisfied, then¨*
 .  .  .x*, q* and x*, y*, z* are, respecti¨ ely, global optimal for EP and¨*
 .DEP 2 with each objecti¨ e ¨alue equal to zero.¨*
 .THEOREM 4.6. Strict Converse Duality . Let
¨* s min max f x rg x , .  .i i
xgS 1OiOp
 .  .and let x*, q* be EP -optimal, at which an appropriate constraint qualifi-¨*
w x  .  .cation holds 16 . Let u, y, z be DEP 2 -optimal, and let¨*
 .i H be strictly pseudoin¨ ex and I be quasi-in¨ ex with respect to the
same function h, or
 .ii H be quasi-in¨ ex and I be strictly pseudoin¨ ex with respect to the
same function h,
 .  .for all feasible solutions for EP and DEP 2 . Then, u s x*; that is,¨* ¨*
 .  .u, q* is EP -optimal, with each objecti¨ e ¨alue equal to zero.¨*












y f u y ¨g u P 0, 58 .  .  . i i i
is1
p
y s 1, 59 . i
is1
u g Rn , y g R p , z g Rm , y G 0, z P 0, ¨ P 0.
60 .
THEOREM 4.7. Let
w x s max f x rg x . .  .  .i i
1OiOp
 .  .  .  .Let x, q be EP -feasible and ¨ , u, y, z be DEP 3 -feasible. Let¨ ¨
p m
H s y f ? y ¨g ? , I s z h ? . .  .  . i i i k k
is1 ks1
Let
 .i H be pseudoin¨ ex and I be quasi-in¨ ex with respect to the same
function h, or
 .ii H be quasi-in¨ ex and I be strictly pseudoin¨ ex with respect to the
same function h,
 .  .for all feasible solutions for EP and DEP 3 . Then,¨ ¨
w x P ¨ . .
 .Proof. i Let H be pseudoinvex and I be quasi-invex with respect to
 .  .  .the same function h. Let x, q be EP -feasible, and let ¨ , u, y, z be¨
 .  .  .  .DEP 3 -feasible. From 8 , 57 , and 60 , we have¨
m m
z h x O z h u . .  . k k k k
ks1 ks1
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Using the quasi-invexity of I, we have
m
Tz h u; h x , u O 0. 61 .  . . k k
ks1
 .  .Along the same line of 42 , we get from 56
p
TTy f u; h x , u q ¨ yg u; h x , u .  .  . .  . ii i
is1
m
Tq z h u; h x , u P 0. 62 .  . . k k
ks1
 .  .Relation 61 along with 62 yields
p
TTy f u; h x , u q ¨ yg u; h x , u P 0. 63 .  .  .  . .  . ii i
is1
Along with the fact that the H is pseudoinvex with respect to the same
 .function h, we get from 63
p p
y f x y ¨g x P y f u y ¨g u . 64 .  .  .  .  . i i i i i i
is1 is1
 .  .  .In 64 , using 58 , 60 on the RHS, we obtain
p




y f x y g x P ¨ . .  . i i i i
is1 is1
w xBy Lemma 3.2 of 34 , we have
w x P ¨ . .
 .  .Part ii follows along the same lines of i .
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 .  .Thus, from DEP 3 we can obtain the following dual DEP 4 as¨ ¨
w xobtained by Bector et al. 2 :
p p
DEP 2 Maximize y f u y g u .  .  . ¨ i i i i
is1 is1
p m
subject to 0 g y ­ f u q ¨­ yg u q z ­ h u , .  .  .  . i i i k k
is1 ks1
m
z h u P 0, . k k
ks1
p
y s 1, i
is1
u g Rn , y g R p , z g Rm , y G 0, z P 0, ¨ P 0.
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